Minimum displacement threshold energy, averaged displacement threshold energy, effective displacement energy, and parameters of arc-dpa equations were estimated for 70 materials from Li to U using available experimental data.
Introduction
A reliable assessment of radiation induced damage rate of materials assumes the use of atomic displacement crosssections obtained with well justified nuclear models and advanced methods for calculation of the number of stable defects produced under irradiation. The usage of molecular dynamics simulation method (MD) to calculate the number of defects for a wide number of materials is restricted by the complexity of the method. Currently, such simulation was carried out for a limited number of materials [ 1 ] .
The goal of this work is the utilisation of available experimental information to get a data set for estimation of the number of stable displacements in materials and calculation of atomic displacement cross-sections.
It is assumed that the number of stable defects is parameterized in the form adopted in the arc-dpa concept [2, 3] 
where T dam is the "damage energy", i.e. the energy available to produce atom displacement by elastic collision [4] calculated using the Robinson formula [5] . The value of E d is displacement energy averaged over all lattice directions [6] , which is often named as "the effective displacement threshold energy" [7] . It is called below "the averaged displacement threshold energy", to distinguish it from the effective threshold energy E deff used in the analyses of irradiation in reactors [8] .
The defect generation efficiency is approximated [2, 3] ξ arcdpa (
where b arcdpa and c arcdpa are parameters. In the present work the b arcdpa and c arcdpa values were estimated for most solids from Li to U.
Data obtained can be applied for the correction of NRT [4] prediction for the number of stable defects produced under irradiation and for advanced calculations of the atomic displacement cross-sections and radiation damage rates in the irradiated materials.
The estimation of parameters of Eqs. (1) and ( 2 ) is briefly discussed below.
Estimation of parameters of arc-dpa equations
In Eq. (2) parameter c arcdpa represents the asymptotic value of defect generation efficiency and the b arcdpa parameter describes the rate of decrease of ξ ( T dam ) with the increase of T dam . Although, Eq. (2) may ignore the increase of ξ at relatively high values of T dam [9] [10] [11] , it does not play an essential role for the use of Eqs. (1) and ( 2 ) for nuclear reactor and fusion applications.
Parameter c arcdpa
The analysis shows that the asymptotic value of defect generation efficiency can be calculated for most materials as following
where E deff is the effective threshold displacement energy, defined from a condition that the averaged value of defect generation efficiency in experiments for neutron irradiation of materials ξ is equal to unity (see discussion below and in Ref. [7] ), the value E d is the averaged displacement threshold energy.
The E deff values obtained from the neutron irradiation in reactors are available for a limited number of materials [7] . Approximate evaluation of E deff and E d for solids can be made using the systematic dependence on values concerning the physical properties of materials. The first systematic for E deff was obtained in Ref. [8, 12] : E deff = C 1 E dmin and for the averaged displacement energy in Ref. [13] :
where E dmin is the "displacement energy" [6, 14] or minimum displacement threshold energy and T melt is the melting temperature, C i are parameters.
In the present work the systematic dependence of E d and E dmin was further investigated. The results were used to estimate E deff values for materials from Li to U. Details are discussed below.
As a first step to get the systematics of threshold energies, correlations were studied between investigated values and various physical quantities, which values are known for many materials.
The estimation of minimum displacement energy E dmin
Displacement energy obtained from measured data and compiled in Refs. [6, 14] were adopted after the analysis for the further use. Correlation coefficients were calculated for these E dmin (adopt) values and the atomic number ( Z ), material density ( ρ), melting temperature ( T melt ), cohesive energy ( E coh ), and some their combinations. Examples are given in Table 1 . The data show, in particular, that the correlation of displacement energy with the atomic number is weak, however the correlation with the cohesive energy and melting temperature is rather strong.
Calculations show that the systematics obtained based on different quantities, such as density, cohesive energy and others, which exhibit the strong correlation with E dmin (adopt) , predict slightly different values of E dmin for materials. The choice of the single "appropriate" systematics for the evaluation of displacement energy is hardly possible, and it is reasonable to use different systematic dependencies with the appropriate weights [15] .
In the present work the coefficients of the linear regression and corresponding standard deviations s i ( i = 1,…, m ) were calculated for the "m " different cases with strong correlations, which results to "m" different systematics of minimum threshold energy E dmin (syst) . As an example, Fig. 1 shows the systematics obtained using ( ρT melt ) 1/2 . Fig. 2 shows the same E dmin (syst) values for different Z -numbers. Finally, the E dmin values for materials from Li to U were estimated by averaging the values, obtained using "m " different sets of E dmin (syst) , with s i −2 weights. A special Table 2 ) . The E dmin (adopt) values are shown as "expr".
procedure from the BEKED code [16] has been used in each case to eliminate possible systematic deviation of E dmin (syst) values from E dmin (adopt) . The estimated E dmin and E dmin (adopt) values are shown in Fig. 3 and Table 2 .
The estimation of averaged displacement threshold energy E d
The method used for the estimation of E d is similar to the one described above. The E d values derived from measured data and compiled in Refs. [6, 7] were adopted as input data to obtain systematics. The search for correlations was carried out for the adopted E d (adopt) values and number of quantities discussed above. The final E d values were calculated by a weighted summation of predictions of various systematics obtained. Table 3 shows examples of correlation coefficients calculated for E d (adopt) and different quantities. The correlation with the atomic number is the weakest and with E dmin , T melt , and others is rather strong. Fig. 3 shows estimated Ed values for materials from Li to U. The numerical data are given in Table 4 .
The estimation of effective displacement energy E deff
The E deff values obtained from reactor measurements at low temperatures were taken from the compilation Ref. [7] . Observed correlations between these E deff (adopt) values and different variables are weaker than in the case of E dmin and E d discussed above.
The E deff values were estimated using systematics obtained with E dmin , E d , and T melt (see Table 5 .) The final values are shown in Fig. 5 and Table 6 .
Estimated values of c arcdpa
The c arcdpa values were calculated according Eq. (3) and using data from Tables 4 and 6 . Obtained values are shown in Fig. 6 and Table 7 . Table 5 Example of correlation coefficients calculated for E deff (adopt) from Table 6 and various quantities. See details in the text.
Quantity
Correlation coefficient
Alternative c arcdpa values obtained using the method of molecular dynamics for Fe and W [2, 3] and for Ni, Cu, Pd, Ag, Pt, and Au in Ref. [17] are listed in Table 8 together with b arcdpa and E d values used in the analysis [2, 3, 17] .
A direct comparison of the data from Tables 7 and 8 Table  7 are based on experimental data, this does not guarantee their accuracy, see, for example, the brief discussion in Ref. [7] .
Parameter b arcdpa
The first calculations of the damage rate in reactors using the results of MD simulation for Fe [18, 7, 19] , Ti, Cu, Zr, and W [7] showed a relatively weak sensitivity of the values obtained to the shape of the neutron spectrum and hence to the ξ ( T dam ) values at relatively low T dam energies for all materials except tungsten. In the present work, the influence of b arcdpa parameter, concerning the rate of decrease of ξ , on the value of radiation damage rate was studied for 70 materials from Li to U.
The averaged value of defect generation efficiency was calculated as follows
where σ d,arcdpa is displacement cross-section calculated according Eqs. (1) ,( 2 ), σ d,NRT is calculated using the NRT model, ϕ( E ) is a neutron spectrum. The σ d,arcdpa values were calculated for different materials using Eqs. (1) , ( 2 ) and c arcdpa were taken from Tables 7 and 8 . Table 9 The ξ values for tungsten calculated with b arcdpa and c arcdpa from Table 8 for different irradiation conditions [7, 20] Tables 4 and 6 . Data for elements, for which E deff (adopt) values are available (see Table 6 ), are shown as "expr". The data from Table 7 were applied in cases, where results of MD simulation ( Table 8 ) Calculations of ξ were performed for 22 various neutron spectra [7, 20] corresponding to the irradiation of materials in nuclear and fusion reactors, and other facilities. Nuclear data for calculation of recoil energy distributions were taken from ENDF/B-VII.1 [21] , JEFF-3.3T2 [22] , JENDL-4 [23] , and TENDL-2015 [24] . Numerical calculations were performed using the NJOY-2012 code [25] after the implementation of Eqs. (1) , ( 2 ) .
Examples of calculated ξ values are shown for tungsten in Table 9 .
Quantification of the difference in ξ obtained for various spectra and selected material and the library is performed using the following formula
where ξ max and ξ min the maximal and minimal value of ξ calculated using one of the neutron spectra, correspondingly. ξ ave is the arithmetic mean of results obtained using all 22 neutron spectra. Calculations show that the shape of the neutron spectrum and, accordingly, the value of b arcdpa has a significant impact on ξ for a range of materials. List of materials for which the D value exceeds 20%t, are given in Table 10 . Approximate estimation of parameter of b arcdpa in these cases is rather difficult.
For most materials the influence of the b arcdpa parameter value on the calculated ξ value is relatively small. In these cases the ξ value for different type of irradiation can be estimated with b arcdpa parameter equal to −1. Fig. 8 shows a typical dependence of ξ on the b arcdpa parameter.
Conclusion
Minimum displacement threshold energy E dmin , averaged displacement threshold energy E d , and effective displacement energy E deff , corresponding to neutron irradiation in different facilities, were estimated for 70 materials from Li to U using available experimental data. Results are given in Tables  2,4 ,6 and shown in Figs. 3-5 .
The values of b arcdpa and c arcdpa parameters, Eqs. (1) and ( 2 ), used for calculation of the number of stable displacements, were estimated for different materials.
Obtained data and data from Refs. [2, 3, 17] can be used for approximate calculation of radiation damage rate using Eqs.
(1) and ( 2 ) for materials irradiated with neutrons in different facilities. The b arcdpa and c arcdpa are taken as following -for Fe, Ni, Cu, Pd, Ag, W, Pt, and Au data from Table 8 are applied -for other materials except Co, Cd, In, Sm, Eu, Gd, Dy, and Hg the value of c arcdpa parameter is taken from Table 7 , the parameter b arcdpa is equal to −1 -for Co, Cd, In, Sm, Eu, Gd, Dy, and Hg c arcdpa can be taken from Table 7 , the b arcdpa value is not well defined at present.
